TSMC Seeks Firm Foundation for Future Surveillance
NUUO MAINCONSOLE DVR and NUUO CMS Selected by Semiconductor Technology Leader

Customer Profile
Based in Hsin-Chiu, Taiwan, over the past 25 years, TSMC has firmly established itself as a global technology leader in the dedicated IC (Integrated Circuit) foundry sector.

Background
TSMC was keen to move away from existing outmoded standalone systems to an integrated video surveillance and access control solution that could protect its industrially sensitive processes. The potential to assist productivity was also an added-value consideration. The first phase saw 900 analogue cameras installed with scope for expansion to 8,000 channels. To accommodate the new camera inputs NUUO Mainconsole DVRs and NUUO CMS (Central Management System) servers were specified from the start. Key project challenges that had to be addressed included: the large camera numbers and the fact that all of the cameras, and the associated NUUO Mainconsole DVRs, were to be configured in distinct LANs (Local Area Networks). A VPN (Virtual Private Network) was adopted to bring the LANs together and Gigaport switches fitted to ensure consistent, reliable, transmission. Another factor was the need to integrate, seamlessly, the NUUO Mainconsole DVRs with the access control system.

Taking a closer look at the major project elements, supplied by distributor Ciean Po Intl. Co. Ltd. and designed-in by Adept System Inc., the high performance and flexible NUUO Mainconsole DVRs offer advanced capabilities. The boosting record on event mode, an attractive feature, is increased recording resolution and FPS (Frames Per Second) when an event is detected. The video recording parameters defined for the TSMC project were a VGA resolution of 10 FPS and 60-day video storage. As a result each server has 14TB of HDD with RAID5 for back-up. The NUUO DVR Card rolled out here is a PC-based recording system for analogue cameras but, with the future in mind, can be readily upgraded to a hybrid solution via an IP camera license. Turning to the control room, a user-friendly NUUO CMS server supports the NUUO Mainconsole DVRs. In practice, should the access control system issue an alarm, video can be displayed on a 20-monitor CMS Matrix Wall. Additionally, NUUO's powerful metadata search capability means TSMC's security staff can rapidly search the access control log and, if necessary, pull-up relevant recorded data.

Benefits
The single and consistent, NUUO platform, which is compatible with the access control system (3rd Party Integration), signifies a major transformation in capability for TSMC over and above the, analogue only, Bosch DVRs previously in place and more recent NVRs from other vendors. In fact, these legacy systems could only operate as discrete and inefficient elements. Looking ahead, the NUUO Mainconsole DVR has the flexibility to be upgraded to a hybrid or even trybrid system and, with the powerful NUUO CMS, there is the potential to support thousands of camera channels. Mr Huang, President of Adept System – the system integrator, is positive about the solution's impact: “The NUUO solution has great flexibility and the integration with access control helps manage industrial security and human resources.”
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Ciean Po Intl. Co. Ltd. is one Taiwan’s leading solution providers, who have been installing IP surveillance solutions since 2003. Their expertise includes both managing the distribution channel and designing the surveillance project. Among their customers are many prestigious Taiwanese enterprises, like Taiwan Formosa Petrochemical Plant, KanPai Japanese Restaurant, Zhanghua County Government, TaiChung City Subway, etc.

Ciean Po Intl. Co. is also exclusive agent of Zavio, Probe, general agent of Vivotek, and the certificated exclusive partner of NUUO in Taiwan.

Device & Software List

- Cameras: 900 analogue cameras (VGA resolution)
- Future expansion: 8,000 cameras
- 3rd Party Integration: 256 SoftwareHouse (Tyco) C•Cure 800 Access Control Systems - 30 - 40 channels per server and total 7 servers
- Recording Servers: 20 PC Based DVR Cards - NUUO DVR Card SCB-6016S and 40-50 channels per server with local recording

- Client Software:
  - NUUO CMS in Local Site
  - NUUO CMS & NUUO Remote Live Viewer in Control Center
- Storage: Internal Storage of 14TB - 8 disks per recorder and utilize RAID 5
- Networking: Giga LAN port

Project Architecture

Note: Project is still expanding, currently phase 1 - Internal storage: 8 hard drives per recorder - Total: 14TB - RAID 5